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Abstract 
In this paper, we will examine the backward shift operator Lf = (f - /(O))/z on certain Banach 
spaces of analytic functions on the open unit disk lDl. In particular, for a (closed) subspace M for which 
LM CM, we wish to determine the spectrum, the point spectrum, and the approximate point spectrum 
of LIM. In order to do this, we will use the concept of "pseudocontinuation" of functions across the unit 
circle 'Ir. 
We will first discuss the backward shift on a general Banach space of analytic functions and then for 
the weighted Hardy and Bergman spaces, we will show that a( LIM)= aap(LIM) and moreover whenever 
M does not contain all of the polynomials, then a( LIM) n lDl = ap(LIM) n lDl = aap(LIM) n llJ) and is 
a Blaschke sequence. In fact, for certain measures, we will show that M is contained in the Nevanlinna 
class and every function in M has a pseudocontinuation across 1r to a function in the Nevanlinna class 
of the exterior disk. 
For the Dirichlet and Besov spaces however, the spectral picture of a(LIM) is quite different. For 
example aap(LIM) and a( LIM) can differ and even when a( LIM) n lDl = ap(LIM) n lDl = aap(LIM) n llJ) 
and is discrete, it need not be a Blaschke sequence. Moreover, M may contain functions which do not 
have pseudocontinuations across any set of positive measure in 'Ir. 
As an application of our pseudocontinuation techniques and the "H2-duality", we will look at the 
index of the Mz-invariant subspaces of the Bergman spaces and weighted Dirichlet spaces. In particular, 
whenever f and g belong to the unweighted Bergman space L~(lDl) and f /g has finite non-tangential 
limits almost everywhere on a set of positive Lebesgue measure in the circle, then the Mz-invariant 
subspace generated by f and g has index equal to one. For a large class of weighted Dirichlet spaces, we 
will show that every non-zero Mz-invariant subspace has index equal to one. 
*Research supported in part by the National Science Foundation and was done in part while visiting Fernuniversitii.t Hagen. 
tResearch supported in part by the National Science Foundation and was done in part while visiting Fernuniversitii.t Hagen. 
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1 Introduction and Statement of the Main Results 
Let B be a Banach space of analytic functions defined on the open unit disk ID = {lzl < 1} for which the 
backward shift operator 
Lf = f - f (O), f E B 
z 
is continuous. Backward shift operators and their restrictions LIM to invariant subspaces M C B 1 form a 
large class of examples of bounded linear operators. The main body of the book [32] contains an extensive 
study of these operators in the case when B equals the Hardy space H2 . For other spaces B, various authors 
have investigated different aspects of the invariant subspace structure of the backward shift [1] [2] [3] [4] [8] 
(20] [37]. 
In this paper, for certain Banach spaces B, we will relate meromorphic continuations of functions in the 
£-invariant subspaces M of B to the spectrum of LIM. In fact, an elementary computation shows that if 
.\EC is such that (I - .\L)IM is invertible, then for all f EM 
(I - .\L)-1 f = zf - AC>.(/) 
z - .\ 
for some constant C>.(/) EC. If.\ EID, then by analyticity C>.(/) = /(.\). It turns out that for many choices 
of spaces Band proper £-invariant subspaces M, the functions f EM have meromorphic 'continuations' J 
in the exterior disk, and c>.(/) =](.\)if (I -.\L)IM is invertible. If a(LIM) omits an arc I in the unit circle 
'IT', then J is an ordinary analytic continuation off across I and this is well known. However, our results 
will cover many cases where a( LIM) may contain the whole unit circle. In some of those cases, we shall see 
that the meromorphic continuations are 'pseudocontinuations' in the sense of H. S. Shapiro [42]. Sometimes 
we will have to employ a continuation concept that is even weaker then that of a pseudocontinuation. To 
make this all precise, we proceed as follows: 
Let B be a Banach space of analytic functions on ID which satisfies the following five properties: 
B c.....+ Hol(ID) 2 
MzB c B, Mzf = zf 
1 EB 
f - f (.\) 
L>.B c B, V .\ <:: ID\ L>.f = .\ 
z-
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
Examples include the Hardy spaces, the weighted Bergman spaces, the weighted Dirichlet spaces, and the 
Besov spaces (see below for the definitions of these spaces). It follows from (1.1), (1.2), (1.4), and the 
closed graph theorem that the operators Mz and L>. are continuous on B. We will denote the collection of 
£-invariant subspaces by Lat(L, B). 
In this general setting, one can prove (see §2) that 
a(L) =ID-, 
a( LIM) c ID- V M E Lat(L, B), 
1 
aap(LIM) n ID= ap(LIM) n ID= {a EID: -1 - EM}. 
-az 
1Throughout this paper, a subspace will always be a closed linear manifold. 
(1.6) 
2 i.e., the inclusion map from B (with the norm topology) to Hol(ID) (with the topology of uniform convergence on compact 
sets) is both injective and continuous. 
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Moreover, the set in (1.6) is either discrete or all of llJl. In fact this set is all of IDl if and only if M contains 
all of the polynomials. Under a mild regularity condition on B, one can even prove that 
CTap(LIM) n '][' = cr(LIM) n '][' 
and is the complement (in the unit circle) of the set of points ( E ']['such that every f E M extends to be 
analytic in a neighborhood of 1/(. Furthermore since 8cr(LIM) C CTap(LIM), then one can argue that 
either cr(LIM) n IDl = CTap(LIM) n IDl and is discrete 
or cr(LIM) = IDl-. 
For the weighted Hardy and Bergman spaces, it will turn out that cr(LIM) = CTap(LIM) and when 
cr(LIM) n IDl is discrete, it is a Blaschke sequence. For other spaces, such as the Besov spaces and weighted 
Dirichlet spaces, cr(LIM) can differ from CTap(LIM). Moreover, even when u(LIM) nJI)) = CTap(LIM) n!Dl and 
is discrete, it need not be a Blaschke sequence. 
The main tool that will be used to determine cr(LIM) is this next simple observation for which we will 
adhere to the following convention: If B* denotes the dual of B, then for </J E B* we will write the action of 
a linear functional on B by f -t< f, <P >. 
Proposition 2.6. If I.XI > 1 with 1/.X r/. CTap(LIM) then ((I - .XL)IM)-1 exists if and only if for every 
f EM, the quantity 
zf .X 
C>,(j,</J) =< Z -A'</J >/< Z - ,X'</J > 
is independent of the choice of </J E M.L with < (z - .x)-1, </J >:/- 0. In fact, if I.XI > 1 with 1/ A r/. er( LIM), 
then C>.(f,¢) = C>.(f) and 
((I - .XL)IM)-1 f = zf - AC>.(f) 
Z-A 
for all f E M and </J E M.L with < (z - .X)-1 , </J >:/- 0. 
Note that from (1.6) such <P's exist. Also note that whenever I.XI > 1, 1/.X r/. CTap(LIM), and <PE M.L 
with < (z - .X)-1 , </J >:/- 0, then the function 
€ -7 Cf,(j, </J) 
is meromorphic on the exterior disk (with possible poles at €, where €- 1 E CTap(LIM) n IDl. Note that by 
(1.6) this set is discrete). One way to show that C>.(f,¢) is independent of </J is to show that the finite 
non-tangential limits of the function € -r Cf. (f, </J) (on the exterior disk) are equal to the finite non-tangential 
limits off (on the disk) on some set of positive Lebesgue measure on the circle. 3 Then using Privalov's 
uniqueness theorem for meromorphic functions (30), p. 84 - 86, C>.(f, ¢) would be independent of the choice 
of ¢. In this case, the two functions would be pseudocontinuations of each other, a concept we will define 
below. We illustrate this idea with the following two examples. 
Example. For 1 < p < +oo, let B =HP denote the Hardy space of analytic functions f on IDl for which 
sup f lf(r()IP l2d(I < +oo. 
O<r<l 11<1=1 7r 
Conditions (1.1) through (1.5) are well known for HP (21). Furthermore, it is known [21), Theorem 7.3, that 
the dual of HP can be identified with Hq (where q is the conjugate index top) via the pairing 
< f,g >= lim f f(r()g(r() l2d(I _ 
r-+1- 11<1=1 7r 
3 0f course, one needs to show that for the particular Banach space in question, these two non-tangential limits indeed exist 
since there is no a priori reason why they should. 
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Moreover, it can be shown that for ME Lat(£, HP), M =f:. HP, and l>-1>1, the constant C>..(/,g) does not 
depend on g E Hq with 
g E Ml. and 1 < --\,g>=f:.0. z -/\ (1.7) 
To prove this result, one uses [39], Proposition 1, to show that for any g E Hq satisfying (1.7), the mero-
morphic function 
(1.8) 
is in the Nevanlinna class and hence, by Fatou's theorem, has finite non-tangential limits [ld(IJ-a.e. on 'll'. 
Moreover using [39], Proposition 2 (the "jump theorem"), and the fact that f E M and g E M 1-, one 
proves that these limits are equal [ld(IJ-a.e. to the non-tangential limits off on 'll'. By Privalov's uniqueness 
theorem, C>..(/,g) is independent of g. We remark that a similar result holds for both H 1 and the disk 
algebra. 
Example. Let B = L~ denote the Bergman space of analytic functions f on II)) for which 
1 dA 1112 - < +oo, 
D 7r 
where dA is two-dimensional area measure. Again, one can verify properties (1.1) through (1.5) [16], Chapter 
2, §8. The dual of L~ can be identified with the Dirichlet space of analytic functions g on II)) with finite 
Dirichlet integral 
{ 19'12dA Io 7f 
via the pairing 
< J, g >= lim f J (r()g(r() l2d(I 
r-+1- }l(l=l 1f 
(see (29]). For ME Lat(L,L~), M =/:- L~, f EM, and gin the Dirichlet space satisfying (1.7), one shows 
(see (37] Theorem 2.2 and §6) that the meromorphic function defined by (1.8) is in the Nevanlinna clas!l of 
the exterior disk. However, unlike for the Hardy space, Bergman functions are not in the Nevanlinna class 
of II)) and hence we are not guaranteed the existence of non-tangential limits for f. However, S. Richter and 
C. Sundberg (37] overcome this difficulty and show that in fact M is contained in the Nevanlinna class of 
II)) and moreover the non-tangential limits of f are equal to the non-tangential limits of the function (1.8) 
[ld(IJ-a.e. Again using Privalov's uniqueness theorem, C>..(/,g) is independent of g. 
Thus we see in these two cases that whenever ME Lat(L,B), M =/:- B, and f EM, then C>..(/) = J(>.) 
when !>.I < 1 and the function>.~ C>..(J) is a Nevanlinna function on {lzl > 1} U {oo} whose non-tangential 
limits equal those off [ld(l)-a.e. on 'II'. Furthermore in these two cases 
1 
a(LIM) n II))= aav(LIM) n II))= av(LIM) n II))= {a E II)): -1 - EM} 
-az 
and moreover, this set must either be discrete or all of II)). This type of" extension" of a meromorphic function 
across '][" as above is called a pseudocontinuation (in the sense of H.S. Shapiro (42]) and will be the main 
technique used to show that c>.(J, <I>) is independent of</>. For the statement our main results we make the 
following definitions. 
Definitions. 
1. Let II)) represent the open unit disk and ll))e = Cxi \II))- represent the extended exterior disk. 
2. Let !JJt(ll))) and !JJt(ll))e) denote the set the meromorphic functions on II)) and ll))e respectively, and IJl(ll))) 
and IJl(ll))e) denote the set of Nevanlinna functions on II)) and ll))e respectively (i.e., meromorphic functions 
which can be represented as the quotient of two bounded analytic functions). 
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3. For a set EC 'II' with IEI > 0 (IEI represents the Lebesgue measure of Eon the unit circle), we say a 
function G E V.Jt(][))e) is a pseudocontinuation of g E rot(][))) across E if the non-tangential limits of G 
and g exist and are equal [ld(l]-a.e. on E. 
Remark. By Privalov's uniqueness theorem for meromorphic functions [30], p. 84 - 86, whenever a pseudo-
continuation (across E, IEI > 0) exists, it is unique. 
Examples. 
1. If f is an inner function, then 
- 1 f(z) = ---, ][))e \{z: /(1/z) = O} /(1/z) 
is a pseudocontinuation off across 'II'. We also point out that if the zeros of the inner function f accu-
mulate everywhere on 'II', then J, although a pseudocontinuation, will not be an analytic continuation 
off. 
2. The function ez does not have a pseudocontinuation across any set E C 'II' (even though it has an 
analytic continuation to C) since it has an essential singularity at infinity. 
We shall now state our results about the spectrum of LIM for the case where the space B "is" a subspace 
of V(µ) for some 1 ~ t < +oo andµ a non-trivial finite Borel measure supported in ][))-. These results will 
cover both of the examples above as well as some spaces which do not contain the polynomials as a dense 
subset 4 • Since we want to allow measures which may place mass on 'II' as well as measures that are carried 
by a discrete subset of ][)), the definition of these subspaces is somewhat delicate. We proceed as follows: 
Let B be a Banach space of analytic functions on][)) that satisfies properties (1.1) through (1.5). Further-
more, let 1 ~ t < +oo and let µ be a finite Borel measure whose support is contained in ][))- and suppose 
there is a linear isometry 
such that 
Ul = 1 and U(MzlB) = (MzlLt(µ))U. 
Since B satisfies (1.1), it follows (see §4) that µ!'II' cannot have a singular part, i.e., 
dµl'II' = gld(I, g E L1 (1I', ld(I), g ~ 0. 
Furthermore, we will show (Proposition 4.2) that if f EB, and 
89 ='II'\{( E 'II': g(() = O}, 
then 
fl][))= (U !)!][)) [µ]-a.e. 
frlS9 -+ (U f)IS9 in measure [ld(I] as r-+ 1-.5 
Thus we may identify B with the range of U and we shall say that Bis an analytic subspace of V(µ). 
Remarks. 
l. If B is the Bergman space L!, then dµ = dA and U is the identity map while if B is the Hardy space HP, 
1 < p < +oo, then dµ = ld(I and U is the isometric map fl][))-+ fl'II', where fl'II' are the non-tangential 
boundary values off E HP [21], p. 21. 
4e.g. By using [31], the polynomials are not dense in L2 (][)), lc/>l 2 dA) n Hol(][))), where cf> is an atomic inner function whose 
singular measure is a point mass at { = 1. 
5 Here /r(f;) = /(r<;) for 0 ~ r < 1 and<; E 'f. 
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2. We caution the reader by pointing out that if the measure µ is carried by a discrete subset of !ID, then 
for every f E B there will be many distinct analytic functions g E Hol(JID) such that f = g [µ]-a.e. 
Theorem 4.5. Let 1 ::; t < +oo and let µ be a non-trivial finite Borel measure on JID- such that the space 
B is an analytic subspace of V(µ). Let M E Lat(L, B) with M =j:. (0). Then 
1. a(LIM) = O"ap(LIM). More precisely, 
(a) a(LIM) n !ID= O"ap(LIM) n !ID= ap(LIM) n !ID= {a E !ID: (1 - az)-1 EM}. 
(b) a( LIM) n 'lr = O"ap(LIM) n 'lr and is the following set 
'lr\ { 1 / ( E 'lr : every f E M extends to be analytic in a neighborhood of(}. 
2. a( LIM) = !ID- if and only if M contains all of the polynomials. 
3. If M does not contain all of the polynomials, then a( LIM) n !ID is a Blaschke sequence. Furthermore, 
for each f E M there exists a unique J E IJt(IIDe) such that 
fr I'll'-+ fl'll' 6 in measure [Id(!] as r -+ 1-. 
Moreover, the function J is given by 
- I fh I I h f (>..) = z - >.. dµ z - >.. dµ, 
for all h E M J.. which do not annihilate all of the polynomials. 
Remark. It follows from part 3 of this theorem that if a function f in such an £-invariant subspace M has 
non-tangential limits [ld(l]-a.e. on a set of E C 'lr of positive measure, then J is a pseudocontinuation of f 
across E. 
For certain measures µ, we can show that such £-invariant subspaces M are in fact contained in the 
Nevanlinna class of !ID and hence by Theorem 4.5 every f E M has a pseudo-continuation across all of 'Ir. 
Examples of such measures are the following: Let v be a finite measure carried by [O, 1), with the additional 
property that v{[r, 1)} > 0 for all 0 < r < 1. Let w E £1+0 (dv!d(I) for some c > 0 be such that l'l/JI ::; w 
[dv ld(l]-a.e. for some non-zero bounded analytic function 'l/J on !ID. Setting 
dµ = wdvld(I, (1.9) 
one can show that 
B = L~(µ) =Lt(µ) n Hol(IID) 
satisfies properties (1.1) through (1.5) 7 • Note that such measures are carried by !ID and, loosely speaking, 
are not far away from being radially symmetric. For example, one checks that if 0 =j:. <P E IJt(!ID) and a > 0 
such that !<Pl°' E £1+0 (dv!d(I), then dµ = l<Pl"'dvld(I satisfies this hypothesis. 
Theorem 4. 7. Let µ be as above and 1 ::; t < +oo. If M E Lat(L, L~ (µ)) does not contain all of the 
polynomials, then M C IJt(JID) and every f E M has a pseudocontinuation across 'lr to a function in IJt(IIDe). 
Remark. For a function f E L~(µ), we let [f]L denote the smallest £-invariant subspace which contains 
f. We say that f is a cyclic vector for L if [f]L = L~(µ). Note that the above theorem says that every 
non-cyclic vector in L~ (µ) has a pseudocontinuation to a Nevanlinna function on IIDe. For certain analytic 
subspaces of V(µ) (for example the Hardy spaces HP) the existence of a Nevanlinna pseudocontinuation is 
both necessary and sufficient for non-cyclicity. For other spaces such as L~({l - lzl)"'dA), it is not hard to 
6 Here we mean the non-tangential limit values of the Nevanlinna function j on 'lr. 
7 Use a modification of the proof of Lemma 2 in [9]. 
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see using duality (see §5) that certain inner functions (which always have Nevanlinna pseudocontinuations) 
are indeed cyclic vectors for L. 
It is well known (see §5) that there is a natural correspondence between the £-invariant subspaces of B 
and the Mz-invariant subspaces of a certain "dual" space '.D via the "H2-duality" [32]. For example, if B is 
the weighted Bergman space LH(l - lzl) 0 dA), then the dual space '.Dis the Besov space X0 ,p (see §5 for a 
definition), and vice versa. We can apply our results about the spectrum of LIM to obtain results about 
the index of Mz-invariant subspaces N of '.D. For NE Lat(Mz,'.D) the index of N is defined by 
ind(N) = dim(N/zN). 
For example, if f is a non-zero element of '.D, then[/], the smallest Mz-invariant subspace of'.D which contains 
f, has index equal to one. If '.Dis the Hardy space H 2 or the classical Dirichlet space 8 and NE Lat(Mz, '.D), 
N ;/- (0), then ind(N) = 1 and in fact 
N = [N n (zN).L]. (1.10) 
See [12] [35]. It is known that a( LIM) nID> is discrete if and only if the corresponding Mz-invariant subspace 
N has index equal to one 9 • Using our results about the discreteness of the spectrum of £-invariant subspaces 
in §4, we will prove in §5 that for a large class of weighted Dirichlet spaces and Besov spaces (which are the 
"duals" of these spaces) every non-zero Mz-invariant subspace has index equal to one. 
In the next part of the paper, we consider spaces of "smooth" functions, mainly the Besov classes X 0 ,p 
where the spectral and pseudocontinuation situation is strikingly different (even though these functions 
are in the Nevanlinna class). This is indeed to be expected since by the "H2-duality", these £-invariant 
subspaces correspond to Mz-invariant subspaces of the weighted Bergman spaces which are known to be 
very complicated. 
Remark. We are grateful to Carl Sundberg, who showed us an argument which yields the following theorem. 
Our original version was somewhat weaker. 
Theorem 6.2. Given o: > -1and1 < p < +oo, there is a function f E Xa,p such that [!]L ;/- Xa,p and f 
has no pseudocontinuation across any set of positive measure in 11'. 
In fact, the same is true for any Banach space of analytic functions ~ which satisfy conditions (1.1) 
through (1.5) along with the one additional condition that ~ Y Xa,p for some o: and p (see §5 for details). 
Furthermore (see Proposition 6.1), antipodal to the analytic subspaces of V(µ), there are examples of 
M E Lat(L, X0 ,p) for which 
a(LIM) =ID>-, aap(Ll'Il') = 11', and ap(LIM) = 0. 
For 1 < p < +oo, the LP-Dirichlet spaces VP are defined to consist of all f E Hol(ID>) such that /' E 
LP(dA). Despite the fact that Vp = Xo,p and the above results, we will show in §7 that for certain £-invariant 
subspaces M of Vp, there is a connection between pseudocontinuations and the existence of ((J - .XL)M)-1 . 
Recall from Proposition 2.6 that a(LIM) n ID>) is discrete if and only if the meromorphic function 
F(.X) = C>.(/,g) 
if independent of g. We will show in §7 that if F has finite non-tangential limits on a set EC 11' of positive 
measure, then F is a pseudocontinuation of f across E. This result will yield several results about the 
discreteness of a( LIM) n ID> for certain £-invariant subspaces of the Dirichlet spaces. 
By the above, the discreteness a( LIM) n ID> is connected to the index of the corresponding Mz-invariant 
subspace N of the "dual" space which in this case is the unweighted Bergman space L~. For the classical 
Bergman space L~, the index of an Mz-invariant subspace N can be any number in NU {oo}, [11] [22] [26] 
[27] nevertheless, we still have (1.10) 10 [7]. For/, g E L~, it may be the case that ind([/, g]) = 2 but if these 
8 In both of these examples, '.D is a Hilbert space. 
9 Here we must assume that the polynomials are dense in B. 
10Here [SJ denotes the smallest M,-invariant subspace which contains the set S. 
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functions are sufficiently "regular" near portions of 11', then in fact ind([/,g]) = 1 [6] (46] [48]. Using our 
spectral results about certain L-invariant subspaces of the LP Dirichlet spaces and the "H2-duality", we can 
prove the following result about Lat(Mz, L~). 
Corollary 7.6. Let 1 < q < +oo and let G,H EL~ such that G/H has a finite non-tangential limit on a 
set EC 11', IEI > 0, then ind[G, H] = 1. 
2 General Banach spaces 
In this section, we list certain elementary observations which follow from our axioms (1.1) through (1.5). 
Thus throughout this section, B will be a Banach space of analytic functions on lIJ) which satisfies properties 
(1.1) through (1.5) and M will be a non-zero invariant subspace of L. The conditions (1.3) and (1.5) imply 
that (z - .X)-1 E B for all I.XI > 1 and by direct calculation 
1 1 1 L(--J = ,--, and LI= 0. 
Z-A AZ-A 
(2.1) 
Thus lIJ) c ap(L), and in fact one checks that each eigenspace is one-dimensional. Also notice by (1.1), (1.2), 
(1.4), and the closed graph theorem, that the operator 
is continuous on B for all .A E lIJ) and a routine computation shows that (I - .XL)-1 = R>.. Thus a(L) = l!J)-
and it follows that 
a(LIM) c nr V ME Lat(L,B). 
Proposition 2.1 For ME Lat(L,B), 
1 
aap(LIM) n lIJ) = ap(LIM) n lIJ) ={a E lIJ): -1 - EM}. 
-az 
Proof. From (2.1) we clearly have 
1 
ap(LIM) nl!J) ={a E lIJ): -- EM}. 
1- az 
So we just need to verify that aap(LIM) n lIJ) = ap(LIM) n l!J). Clearly ap(LIM) C aap(LIM). For the other 
direction, suppose that A E aap(LIM) n l!J). Then, by definition, there is a sequence Un} c M with 
II/nil = 1 and ll(L - AI)fnll -+ 0. 
Since B y Hol(l!J)), then {/ n(O)} is a bounded sequence of complex numbers and so there is a convergent 
subsequence (which we also call Un(O)}) converging to some c EC. Since 
and Mz is continuous on B, then 
11(1 - .Xz)fn - ell-+ 0. 
Since a(Mz) = l!J)-, we conclude 
c 
fn-+ l - .Xz 
and since llfnll = 1, then c-:/:- 0. Thus by (2.1), .A E av(LIM). D 
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Proposition 2.2 Let P = span8 {zn: n E NU {O}}. Then the following is true: 
1. P = span8 {(1- Az)-1 : A E Ill>}. 
2. If AC Ill> has an accumulation point in ID>, then P = span8 {(1 - AZ)-1 : >.EA}. 
Proof. To prove (1), let 
1 
S = span8 { 1 _ >.z : >. E Ill>}. 
To show S c P we let A E Ill> and for N E N we consider the polynomial 
Then 
N-1 
PN(z) = L AnZn. 
n=O 
1 II AN ZN I' N N II 1 II llPN - l _ A)I = l _AZ IS IAI llMz II l _AZ · 
Since the spectral radius of MzlB (1.5) is equal to one, then 
lim llMNll1/N = 1 
N--too z 
and so (2.2) goes to zero as N ~ oo which shows that Sc P. 
(2.2} 
To show that P c S, we use induction. Note that (1 - Az)-1 E S for all A E Ill> and so 1 E S. If 
zk ES 'v'O S k Sn for some n EN U {O}, then for all A E Ill>, A-:/:- 0, 
Furthermore 
(2.3) 
But since>. ~ (I - AMz)-1 is an (operator valued) analytic function on Ill>, then the right-hand side of (2.3) 
goes to zero as IAI ~ 0. Thus zn+l E S and so P C S. 
(2) Let ¢ E B* with 
1 
< 1 - AZ'¢ >= 0 'v'A E A. 
Then the function 
1 
>. --+< 1 - >.z' ¢ > 
is analytic on Ill> and (by hypothesis) has zeros which accumulate at some point in Ill>. Hence it must vanish 
identically on Ill>. Thus ¢ annihilates S = P. An application of the Hahn-Banach theorem completes the 
proof. D 
An immediate consequence of Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 is the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.3 For M E Lat(L, B), 
1. O"ap(LIM) n Ill>= up(LIM) n Ill> is either discrete or all of ID>. 
2. O"ap(LIM) = ]!)- if and only if M contains all of the polynomials. 
Note also that since 8u(LIM) C O"ap(LIM), an elementary argument yields the following dichotomy: 
Corollary 2.4 For M E Lat(L, B), either u(LIM) n Ill>= uav(LIM) n Ill>= uv(LIM) n Ill> and is discrete or 
u(LIM) =Ill>-. 
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In §6 we will show that for the Besov and Dirichlet spaces, it can be the case that a(LIM) = ITD- but 
aap(LIM) = 'JI', and ap(LIM) n ITD = 0. We now focus our attention on the part of the spectrum that is 
contained in 'JI'. Before doing so, we make the following remarks. 
Remarks. 
l. To compute ((I - AL)IM)- 1 , A EC (at least formally) we have 
((I - AL)IM)-1 f = zf - Ac>.(/)' 
Z-A 
where c>.(f) is a constant which depends on f EM. 
2. When ((J - AL)IM)-1 exists, we note from (1.1) 
f--+ C>.(/) =(((I - AL)IM)-1 /)(0) 
(2.4) 
is a continuous linear functional on M. Moreover the function A --+ C>. (!) is analytic for 1 /A in the 
resolvent of LIM. 
3. Since a(LIM) C ITD-, then for A E ITD, ((I -AL)IM)-1 exists and C>.(/) = f(A) for all f EM. Moreover, 
a computation shows that 
((I - AL)IM)- 1 Lf = f - f(A). 
Z-A (2.5) 
This observation will be used many times throughout this paper. 
Proposition 2. 5 Let B satisfy ( 1.1) through (1. 5) along with the additional condition: If f E B is analytic 
in an open neighborhood of a point ( E 'JI', then 
zf - wf(w) zf - (/(() . 
--+ ( m the norm of B as w--+ ( (w E ITD). 
z-w z-
(2.6) 
Then aap(LIM) n 'JI'= a(LIM) n 'JI' and this equals 
'JI'\ { 1 / ( E 'JI' : every f E M extends to be analytic in a neighborhood of (}. 
Proof. Let 
S = 'JI'\ { 1 / ( E 'JI' : every f E M extends to be analytic in a neighborhood of (}. 
Let (-1 E 'JI' with (-1 f/. aap(LIM). Since aa(LIM) c aap(LIM), then (-1 f/. a(LIM). Thus by the 
above remark, for each f E M, 
w--+ (((I - wL)IM)- 1 f)(O) 
is an analytic function in a neighborhood of (. Also by the above remark, 
(((I - wL)IM)- 1 f)(O) = f(w), lwl < 1 
and so f has an analytic continuation to a neighborhood of(. Hence aap(LIM) n 'JI':::> S. 
Now suppose that (-1 E '][' such that every f E M extends to be analytic near (. By the additional 
condition (2.6) on B the function 
zf - (/(() 
g= 
z-( 
is the norm limit of 
zf - Wnf(wn) M gn = E , 
z-wn 
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for some Wn E JI]) and Wn --t ( and so g E M. At least formally 
((I - (L)IM)-1 f = zf - (!((). 
z-( 
Suppose that Un} is a sequence in M with 
fn --t 0 and Zfn; ~~n(() --th in norm. 
Then by (1.1), equation (2.8) would also hold pointwise in JI]) and so f n(() --t c. Thus 
h(z) = -c(/" 
z-., 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
which can only hold when c = 0 or else h would not be analytic near ( which would contradict our choice 
of(. Thus by the closed graph theorem, the right-hand-side of (2.7) is a continuous operator on M and so 
(-1 '/. a(LIM). o 
Remark. The condition (2.6) seems somewhat mysterious. However, for the main spaces we will be consider-
ing, mainly the analytic subspaces of Lt(µ) and Xa,p, one can easily check, using the dominated convergence 
theorem and Cauchy's formula, that it indeed holds. 
This next result is the primary tool of the paper and will ultimately lead us to the link between pseudo-
continuations and the spectrum of LIM. 
Proposition 2.6 If i>.i > 1 with I/>. '/. O"ap(LJM) then ((I - >.L)JM)-1 exists if and only if for every 
f E M, the quantity 
zf >. 
C>,(j,</J) =< Z - ).'</J >/< Z - ).'</J > 
is independent of the choice of </J E MJ_ with< (z - >.)- 1 ,</J >i= 0. In fact, if i>.J > 1 with I/>.'/. a(LIM), 
then C>.(f, ¢) = C>.(f) and 
for all f E M and </J E MJ_ with < (z - >.)- 1, </J >i= 0. 
Proof. If i>.I > 1 and ((I - >.L)JM)-1 exists. Then by (2.4) for each f EM there exists a constant C>.(f) EC 
such that 
Also note that by (1.2), (1.3), and (1.5), the functions 
-=i_ and >.c>.(f) EB. 
z - >. z - >. 
(2.9) 
Now let </J E MJ_ with < (z - >.)- 1 , </J >i= 0. Notice that (z - >.)-1 '/. M and so such <P's exist. We have 
zf >. 
0 =<((I - >.L)JM)- 1)f,</J >=< z _ >.'</J > -c>.(f) < z _ >.' </J > 
and so 
zf >. 
C>.(f) =< --, ,</J >I<--, ,</J >= C)..(j,</J) 
Z-A Z-A 
is independent of </J. 
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For the other direction, let I.XI > 1 with 1/ A</. O"ap(LIM). Thus, as above, we may choose</> E M.l. such 
that < (z - .X)-1 , </> >-:/; 0. For f E B, define 
R>.f = zf - AC>.(/,</>) 
Z-A 
and note from (2.9) that R>.B CB. Furthermore, an application of the closed graph theorem shows that R>. 
is continuous. Since 1/.X </. O"ap(LIM), at least formally, R>. is an inverse of (I - .XL)IM. What needs to be 
shown is that R>.M CM. To this end, let 'I/; E M.l. and notice that since < (z - ,X)-1 , </> >-:/; 0, then there 
is a sequence of complex numbers an -+ 0 such that 
('I/; - an</>)IM = 0 and 1 < --\ , 'I/; - an</> >-:/; 0. 
Z-A 
Then 
< R>.f, 'I/; - an</> > zf .X = < z-.X''l/;-an<f>>-c>.(/,</>)< z-.X''l/;-an</>> 
zf .X 
= < --\ ,'l/;-an</> > -C>.(/,'lj;- an</>)<--\ ,'l/;-an</> > 
Z-A Z-A 
= 0 
since c>,(f, </>) is independent of¢. We now let an-+ 0 and find that < R>.f, 'I/;>= 0 and so R>.M CM. D 
3 Cauchy transforms 
Cauchy transforms will play a crucial role in our results. In this section we state some basic properties of 
Cauchy transforms of measures and prove a generalization of the well-known "jump theorem". In the next 
section, we will apply our Cauchy transform results to discuss the boundary values of functions in analytic 
subspaces of Lt(µ). We refer the reader to [16], Chapter 2, §3 and [25], Chapter 3 for further information 
about the Cauchy transform. In this section, we will adhere to the following notation: 
Notation. 
1. Mc is the set of finite, complex, compactly supported Borel measures on C. 
2. M(K) = {µ E Mc : supp(µ) C K} 
3. M+(K) {µ E M(K) : µ 2'. O} 
For A EC andµ E Mc, define the Newtonian potential 
u (.X) =I dlµl(z) 
µ lz - -XI. 
By Fubini's theorem, Uµ E Lf0 c(dA) and so 
Uµ(.X) < +oo (dA]-a.e.11 
Uµ(r() E L1 (1l', ld(I) (dr]-a.e., r E (0, oo). 
Define the following set 
Eµ = {r E (0, oo): Uµ(r() E L1 (1l', ld(I)} 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
11 Actually the set where Uµ, is infinite is much smaller than a set of area measure zero. It has Newtonian capacity zero, see 
[25], Chapter 3. 
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and notice that Eµ has full measure in JR+. Since 
1 ldwl I (I = +oo Y ( E 'H', lwl=r W -r 
we see by Fubini's theorem that 
r EEµ => lµl(r'H') = 0. (3.4) 
Equation (3.1) allows us (at least [dA]-a.e.) to define the Cauchy transform ofµ by 
Cµ(A) =I dµ(z). 
z-.\ 
The Cauchy transform of a measure is clearly analytic off the support of µ. In fact, if the support of µ is 
contained in llJ)-, then Cµ E HP(llJ)e) for any 0 < p < 1 (see Lemma 3.2 below) and we shall use Cj!"(() to 
denote the non-tangential limit values of this function which will exist for [ld(l]-a.e. ( E 'H'. We begin with a 
known result, whkh is a version of Fatou's classical theorem and is also known as the "jump theorem" (see 
[21], p. 39 as well as [39], Proposition 1). 
Proposition 3.1 Leth E L1('H', ld(I) and let a E M('H') with da l. ld(I. Set dv = hld(I + da. Then for each 
0 < p < 1, Cv E HP(llJ)) {respectively HP(llJ)e)) and 
lim Cv(r() =Ct(()+ 27r(h(() [ld(l]-a.e. 
r-tl-
Recall that the "jump theorem" was used in the Introduction to discuss the spectral properties of the 
backward shift on the Hardy spaces HP(llJ)), 1 < p < +oo. To discuss the backward shift on the analytic 
subspaces of Lt(µ) for measures that are not always supported in the circle, we will need a more general 
version of the jump theorem. To this end, we proceed with the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 3.2 Let µ E M (llJ)- ) . Then for each 0 < p < 1, there is a constant Cp > 0 with { 1 ICµ(A)IPld.\I ) l/p ~ Cp 11µ11 Yr E Eµ-
i>.l=r r 
Proof. First note that by (3.4) r E Eµ implies that lµl(r'H') = 0. Secondly, sinceµ can be written as a linear 
combination of positive measures, we may assume that µ ~ 0. 
Let r EEµ and define 
kr(A) = { dµ,. 
}lzl>r Z - A 
Note that kr is defined for all l.\I < r and by (3.2) kr(A) is defined for [ld(l]-a.e. l.\I = r. 
If µ{lzl > r} = 0, then k = 0 and there is nothing to prove. On the other hand if µ{lzl > r} > 0, we let 
Gr(A) = 2Akr(A) + µ{lzl > r}, l.\I < r. 
A computation reveals that 1 lzl2 - IAl 2 !RGr(A) = I _ Al 2 dµ. lzl>r Z 
But since lzl > l.\I, then the above integrand is positive and so !RGr(A) > 0 for all l.\I < r. Moreover 
Gr(O) = µ{lzl > r }. Thus if 
r+z 
hr(z) = -µ{lzl > r} lzJ < r, 
r-z 
then !Rhr(z) > 0 and hr(O) = µ{lzl > r} which shows that Gr(A) = hr(h;:1 (Gr(A)) is subordinate to hr. By 
Littlewood's subordination theorem [21], p. 10, 
(3.5) 
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Also notice that 
r+z l+z 
11-llHP(rD) = 11-1 -llHP(I>) r-z -z 
and so 
(3.6) 
Ifs< 1, l z - r( 1 kr(sr() = ( ( ) --,,.dµ(z). 
lzl>r z - sr z - r., 
A simple geometric exercise shows that 
lz-r(I I (I ~ 2, lzl > r, r, s E [O, 1), ( E 'II' z -sr 
and so using the fact that (z - r()- 1dµ is a finite measure for [ld(IJ-a.e. ( E 'II' (since r EEµ) along with the 
dominated convergence theorem shows that 
kr(sr() -t kr(r() [ld(IJ-a.e. as s -t 1-. (3.7) 
By Fatou's theorem 
{ I { ~dµ IP l2d(I ~ liminf { lkr(sr()IP l2d(I = llkrll~P(rD) · }y Jlzl>r z - r., 7r s--tl }y 7r 
By (3.6), 
Thus 
In a very similar way 
and thus the proof is complete. D 
Lemma 3.3 Letµ EM(~-) with lµl('II') = 0. Then for all 0 < p < 1, 
{ ICµ(r() - c,.(~()IPld(l -t 0, as r -t 1-,r EE,.. 
Jl(l=I r 
Proof. Let c: > 0 be given and choose 8 > 0 with lµl{l - 8 ~ lzl < 1} < c:. Then we can writeµ as 
µ = µ1{1-.S:Slzl<l} + µl{lzl<I-6} =µI + µ2. 
For 0 < p < 1 and r E E,. n (0, 1), we have 
Since Cµ 2 is continuous near 'II', then the second integral above converges to zero as r -t 1 ~. By Lemma 
3.2, the first integral is bounded by cpc:P. D 
For µ E M(~-), write µ = µI~+ µl'II' and use the basic fact that convergence in LP('JI', ld(I) implies 
convergence in measure along with Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3.3, to get the following generalization of 
the "jump theorem". 
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Corollary 3.4 Letµ E M(IIJ)-). Then 
( ) + -dµl1' Cµ r( --+ Cµ (() + 211"( jd(j (() in measure [ld(IJ as r--+ 1-, r E E,... 
We would like to mention at this point that instead of Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 we also could have 
deduced Corollary 3.4 from the weak-type estimate 
I {( E 'Il': IC,..(r()I > ,\} I ~ ~ 11~11, r EE,... 
To prove this estimate, one can proceed as follows: For fixed r E E,.., one writes µ = µ 1 + µ2, where 
µi({lzl > r}) = 0 and µ2({1zl < r}) = 0 (note that jµj(r'Il') = 0 by (3.4) ). Then one can apply the standard 
weak-type estimates for Cauchy transforms of measures [40], Theorem 6.2.2, to the sweeps of µ 1 and µ2 to 
r'Il'. We omit the details. 
4 Analytic subspaces of Lt(µ) 
In this section, we will first define the analytic subspaces of Lt(µ) and then prove our main theorem about 
the spectral properties of Lat(L, B). 
4.1 Definition and basic properties 
Let B be a Banach space of analytic functions on JD) which satisfies properties (1.1) through (1.5), 1 ~ t < +oo, 
andµ E Mc,µ=/: 0. Furthermore, suppose there is a linear isometry 
U: B--+ Lt(µ) 
such that 
Ul = 1 and U(MzlB) = (MzlLt(µ))U. (4.1) 
For now, we will denote the range of U by£. As mentioned in §1, we shall later identify B and£. It 
is clear that £ is Mz-invariant and since 1 E £, it follows that pt(µ) C £, where pt(µ) is the closure of 
the analytic polynomials in Lt(µ). Furthermore, since cr(MzlB) =JD)-, one argues that the support ofµ is 
contained in JD)- . 
Proposition 4.1 Withµ as above, dµj'Il' « jd(j. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary. Then dµj1' = gjd(j + dcr for some non-zero er .L ld(j. By [24], p. 126, 
problem 2, there is a sequence of analytic polynomials {Pn} which converge in Lt(µ) to a non-zero function 
h E pt(µ) C £with hjll)) = 0 and hj'Il' = 0 jd(j-a.e. Letting [h] denote the smallest Mz-invariant subspace of 
£ which contains h we see that since lhltdµ = lhltda .L jd(j then pt(lhltdµ) = Lt(lhltdµ) and so 
0 ~ a(Mzl[h]). 
Since U(MzlB) = (Mzl£)U, then 
(0) =/: M = u-1[h] E Lat(Mz,B). 
By (1.1), zM =/: M and so 0 E a(MzlM) which is a contradiction. D 
Proposition 4.2 Let B, £, andµ be as above. Set 
dµj'Il' 
g = jd(j and S9 = 'Il'\{( E 'Il': g(() = O}. 
For each f EB and 0 < r < 1, write fr(z) = f(rz), z E JD)-. Then for every f EB we have 
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1. (U f)(z) = f(z) for [µ]-a.e. z E Jl)). 
2. frlS9 -+ (Uf)[S9 in measure [ld(I] as r-+ 1-. 
Before we proceed to the proof, we record the following elementary fact which we will use several times 
throughout this section. 
Lemma 4.3 Let f n1 Yn, and hn (n E N) be [ld(l]-measurable functions on 11' with hn = f n9n a.e. , hn -+ h 
and Yn -+ g in measure, g "I 0 on some set A of positive measure. Then fnlA-+ h/g[A in measure. 
We now are ready to prove Proposition 4.2. 
Proof. 
Define an operator Lt: on £ by 
and note that for f E 13 
(Mzl£)ULJ = U(Mzll3)Lf = Uf- f(O)Ul = Uf- f(O) 
and hence 
(Lt:Uf)(z)= (Uf)(z)-f(O)' [µ)-a.e. z#O. 
z 
Furthermore, one proves by induction that for n E N 
n-1 J(k) (0) 
L[(Uf))(z) = zln ( (Uf)(z) - 2:-k!-zk) (µ]-a.e. z f; 0. 
k=O 
(4.2) 
To prove (1) we fix f E 13. For 0 < R < 1 choose€ > 0 so that R(l + c) < 1 and let N E N such that 
11£211 '.S (1 + c)n for all n;::: N. This can indeed be done since the spectral radius of Lt: is one. Then 
j n-1 J(k)( ) I (U f)(z) - L -/-zk It dµ 
JID\{O} k=O . 
j 1 n-1 J(kl(O) < Rnt I - ( (Uf)(z) - 2:--zk )it dµ 
JID\{O} zn k=O k! 
< RntllL[UfW 
< Rnt(1 + c)ntllU !W 
which goes to zero as n-+ oo. Hence (Uf)(z) = f(z) for [µ]-a.e. lzl < R (z # 0), hence for (µ]-a.e. lzl < 1 
(z # 0). Furthermore, if µ{0} > 0, then by (4.2) (U f)(O) = f(O) and hence we have shown (1). 
To prove (2), lets be the conjugate index tot, so £1- C L8(µ). Fix h E £1- and write (using the notation 
(3.3)) 
E = E(U /)hdµ n Ehdµ n Edµ 
and notice this set has full measure in [O, 1). We note that for every >. E Illl, I.XI E E, we have 
Indeed for f E 13 
(Mz->.1£)(I - >.Lt:)-1 Lt:U f = U(Mz->.[13)(! - >.L)-1 Lf 
= U(f - !(>.)) by (2.5) 
U f - f (>•) since Ul = 1 
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Hence since l,\I EE, then µ(!,\I'll') = 0 and so 
((I - ,\L£)-1 L£U J)(z) = (U f)~z~ ~ f(,\), [µ]-a.e. z EID>-. 
From this, we conclude that 
This implies 
I (U f)(z) - f(r()h(z)dµ(z) = 0, for all r EE, ( E 'll", and h E M.L · z - r( 
C,.((Uf)h)(r() = f(r()C,.(h)(r(), for all r EE and [ld(IJ-a.e. ( E 'll". 
Here we have used C,.(F)(w) to denote the Cauchy transform 
c,.(F)(w) =I F(z) dµ(z), FE £ 1 (µ). 
z-w 
(4.3) 
Next we note that by (1.5) for f EB and 1,\1 > 1, f /(z - ,\) EB and so g = U(f /(z - ,\)) E £. By (4.1) 
(z - ,\)g = Uf and so g = (Uf)/(z - ,\)belongs to£. Thus (applying the above first with a general f and 
then with f = 1 EB by (1.3)) 
C,.((U f)h)(,\) = C,.(h)(,\) = O Vl,\I > 1. 
Hence it follows from Corollary 3.4 that 
c,.(h)(r() --+ 27r(h(()g(() and 
C,.((Uf)h)(r()--+ 27r(h(()g(()(Uf)(() in measure [ld(IJ as r--+ 1-, r EE. 
Thus by ( 4.3) and Lemma 4.3, we see that on the set 
Shg = 89\{( E 'll": h(() = O} 
fr(() converges in measure [ld(IJ to (U !)(() as r--+ 1-, r E E. But f is continuous on ID> and so it is an easy 
exercise to show that 
frlShg --+ (U f)IShg in measure [ld(IJ as r--+ 1-. 
We shall conclude the proof by showing that there is an h E £.l such that 89 \Shg has Lebesgue measure 
zero. Let 
r = {h E £.L : ilhllL•(µ) ~ l} 
and notice that C is a closed, convex, and bounded subset of L8(µ). By a result of Chaumat [16J, p. 246, 
there is an ho E C such that 
lhldµ « !holdµ V h EC. (4.4) 
We claim that 89 \Shog has Lebesgue measure zero. Indeed, suppose that 89 \Shoo had positive Lebesgue 
measure. Then since dµl'll" = gld(I, then µ(89 \Sh09 ) > 0 and there would be a compact subset F C 89 \Shag 
such that 0 # XF # 1 in Lt(µl'll"). But then from (4.4) we get hlF = 0 [µ]-a.e. for each h EC and so hjF = 0 
[µ)-a.e. for each h E £.L. This implies XF E £.Now argue as in Proposition 4.1 to derive a contradiction. D 
Remarks. 
1. As in the above proof, one notes that for ,\ E ID> 
((I - ,\££)-1 L£U f)(z) = (U f)~z~ ~ /(,\), [µ)-a.e. z EID>-, z # ,\. 
Ifµ{,\} > 0, then one verifies that 
((J-,\L£)- 1L£Uf)(,\) = f'(,\). 
We will not have to use this last observation in our analysis below because, as was done in the above 
proof, we will always choose ,\ E ID> so that IAI E Edµ-
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2. As we mentioned in §1, we shall now suppress the isometry U in our notation and identify the spaces 
Band£ and the operators Land Le and call Ban analytic subspace of Lt(µ). 
3. We note that if</> E H 00 (ID>) and f EB, then it follows easily from the dominated convergence theorem, 
Fatou's theorem, and the fact that dµl'II' «Id(!, that 
</>rf-+ </>f in B. 
Hence any Mz-invariant subspace of Bis invariant under multiplication by all H 00 (ID>) functions and in 
particular H 00 (ID>) C pt(µ) n L00 (µ) c B. These observations also follow from a part of a special case 
of Thomson's theorem [45], which implies that under our hypothesis, for any non-zero f EB, H 00 (ID>) 
is isometrically and isomorphically and weak-* homeomorphic to pt(lfltdµ) n L00 (1fltdµ). 
4. We also mention that part 2 of Proposition 4.2 implies (in certain settings) a result of Olin and Yang 
(33] (49] 12 • 
4.2 £-invariant subspaces in analytic subspaces 
In this section, we shall combine the results of the previous two sections and prove our main theorems about 
£-invariant subspaces of analytic subspaces of Lt(µ). 
Let B be an analytic subspace of Lt(µ) of the type considered in the previous section. For f EB, we let 
[!] denote the smallest Mz-invariant subspace of B that contains f, i.e., [!] is the Lf (µ)-closure of H 00 (ID>)f. 
Notice also that if h E L8(µ), then Cµ(fh) = 0 on ID>e if and only if h E [f].l. 
Lemma 4.4 Let M E Lat(L, B). If Jo EB with Lfo EM, and [Jo]</- M, then for each f EM, there exists 
a unique meromorphic function YJ E IJl(ID>e) such that 
(! / fo)r -+ YJ in measure [Id(!] on 'II' as r -+ 1-. 
Furthermore, the identity I fh I Joh z - >. dµ = 91(>.) z - >. dµ (4.5) 
holds for all >. E ID>e and h E M .l . 
Proof. Let ho E M.L\[fo].L C L8(µ), wheres is a conjugate index tot. Then Cµ(f0h0 ) is not identically zero 
in ID>e and so by Lemma 3.2, for f E M, the function 
defines a meromorphic function in IJl(ID>e) (since it is the quotient of two HP(ID>e) functions). 
ForfEB 
f - (!I fo)(>.)fo =(I - >.L)-1 Lf - j_(>.)(I - >.L)-1 Lfo 
z->. k 
which, by our hypothesis, belongs to M whenever f E M and I>.! < 1 with Jo(>.) ~ 0, see (2.5). As in the 
proof of Proposition 4.2 the above also holds pointwise for [µ]-a.e. z E ID>- whenever I>.! E Edµ- Let 
P = {r E [O, 1) : f /Jo has a pole on r'II'} 
and note that Pis a countable set. For !>.I E Edµ \P, it follows that 
I f - (! / fo)(>.)fohdµ = 0 z- >. (4.6) 
12 Actually, their result is in a more general setting and works for domains other than the disk. Their hypothesis of their 
result also depend on the local behavior of the function f. 
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for each f EM, h E MJ.. Set 
E = Efhodµ n Efohodµ n Edµ, 
where Eµ was defined as in (3.3) and note that for r E E\P equation (4.6) says 
- f -Cµ(/ho)(r() = Jo (r()Cµ(foho)(r() [ld(J}-a.e. (4.7) 
Now fix f EM, write dµ = dµ1 +gld(I (where µ1('l!') = 0, g E L1('l!',ld(I), and g ~ 0. Recall that 
dµj'l!' « Jd(J.), and let 
S9 = 'l!'\{( E '][': g(() = O}. 
In order to show that (! / fo)r -r gf in measure (ld(I] as r -r 1- we need to consider two cases: S9 and 'l!'\S9 • 
On the set S9 , it follows from Proposition 4.2 that 
(/o)r -r fo and fr -r f in measure. 
We now multiply (4.7) by fo(r(), r E E\P, and apply Corollary 3.4 and Proposition 4.2 to obtain 
Jo(() ( c:(Jho)(() + 27r(/(()ho(()g(()) -/(() ( c:(foho)(() + 27r(/o(()ho(()g(()) 
which is equal to zero for [ld(l]-a.e. ( E S9 • In particular, it follows that 
for [ld(J}-a.e. ( E S 9 • Now recall the definition of gf and the fact that ho was chosen so that 
c:(foho)(() ¥ 0 [ld(J}-a.e. (4.8) 
and hence 
fo(()g1(() - !(() = 0 [ld(IJ-a.e., ( E S9 • (4.9) 
This implies, by Lemma 4.3, that (J/fo)r -r gf in measure as r -r 1- on the set {( E S9 : / 0 (() =f. O}. 
If Jo(() = 0 on a set SC S9 of positive Lebesgue measure, then by (4.9) /(() = 0 [ld(J}-a.e. on Sand by 
Corollary 3 .4 
Cµ(/ho)(r() -r c:(Jho)(() 
Cµ(/oho)(r() -r c:(Joho)(() 
in measure on Sas r -r 1-, r E E\P. Using (4.7), Lemma 4.3, and (4.8), we get that 
J c+(Jho) ( I ) r IS -r ~ I S = g f IS in measure as r -r 1-, r E E\ P. 
10 Cµ (!oho) 
This shows 
( { ) IS9 -r g1IS9 in measure as r -r 1-, r E E\P. 
JO r 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
On the set 11'\S9 , we apply Corollary 3.4 again to get that equations (4.10) and (4.11) hold (this time in 
measure on 11'\S9 as r -r 1-, r EE) and thus using (4.7), (4.8), and Lemma 4.3, we get that 
( { ) J'll'\S9 -r g1J'll'\S9 in measure as r -r 1-, r E E\P. 
JO r 
Finally, since f / fo is meromorphic in II)), it is an easy exercise, which we leave to the reader, to show that 
(! / fo)r -r gf in measure as r -r 1-. 
Of course, the limit in measure of f / f o is unique and 'Jl(II))e) functions are uniquely determined by their 
boundary values, hence gf is unique. 
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To prove the identity ( 4.5) we let h E M ..L be arbitrary and define a meromorphic function on ][J)e by 
F(>.) = Cµ(fh)(>.) - g1(>.)Cµ(foli)(>.). 
By our previous work, F E 91(][J)e) and it suffices to prove (by Privalov's uniqueness theorem) that the 
non-tangential limit function 
F(() = Ct(fli)(() - 91(()Ct(foh)(() 
is zero [ld(IJ-a.e. on 'JI'. We take the limit in measure as r -t 1-, r E E\P, of (4.7) (this time with ho= h 
and E suitably changed) and apply Corollary 3.4 and (1) to obtain 
o = ct(fli)(() + 27r(/(()li(()g(() - 91(() ( c:uoli)(() + 27r(/o(()li(()9(()) 
= F(() + 27r(h(()9(() ( /(() - 91(()/0(()) [ld(IJ-a.e. 
But by (4.9) we have 
9(() ( /(() - 91(()/0(() )= 0 [ld(IJ-a.e. 
which shows that F = 0 as desired. D 
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 4.5 Let 1 ::; t < +oo and let µ be a non-trivial finite Borel measure on ][J)- such that the space B 
is an analytic subspace of L 1(µ). Let ME Lat(L,B) with M =/: (0). Then 
1. a(LIM) = aap(LIM). More precisely, 
(a) a(LIM) n ][J) = aap(LIM) n ][J) = ap(LIM) n ][J) ={a E ][J): (1 - az)- 1 EM}. 
(b) a(LIM) n 11' = aap(LIM) n 11' and is the following set 
11'\{1/( E 1I': every f EM extends to be analytic in a neighborhood of(}. 
2. a(LIM) = ][J)- if and only if M contains all of the polynomials. 
3. If M does not contain all of the polynomials, then a( LIM) n ][J) is a Blaschke sequence. Furthermore, 
for each f E M there exists a unique J E 91(][J)e) such that 
frl1I' -t fl1I' 13 in measure (jd(IJ as r -t 1-. 
Moreover, the function J is given by 
- j 1Ti I j li f (>.) = z - ).. dµ z - ).. dµ, 
for all h E M..L which do not annihilate all of the polynomials. 
Proof. (1) If M contains all of the polynomials, then by Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 2.2, aap(LIM) = 
][J)- and so 
][J)- = aav(LIM) = a(LIM). 
If M does not contain all polynomials, then apply Lemma 4.4 with Jo= 1 along with Proposition 2.6 and 
Proposition 2.1. This proves (a). 
An application of the dominated convergence theorem and the Cauchy formula shows that B satisfies the 
hypothesis of Proposition 2.5, and thus (b) follows now from Proposition 2.5. 
(2) Use (1) and Corollary 2.3. 
13 Here we mean the non-tangential limit values of the Nevanlinna function j on 'II'. 
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(3) If M does not contain all polynomials, then there is an h E Ml. such that Cµ(h) 't 0 in lIJle. By (1) 
we have 
a(LIM) n lIJl ={a E lIJl: -1 -1- EM} c {a E lIJl: j _!i_dµ = O} 
- az 1- az 
and since C µ (h) E HP (illle), the points of this set form a Blaschke sequence. Finally the rest of the proof of 
(3) follows from Lemma 4.4 with Jo = 1. D 
We saw in the previous theorem that a(LIM) = IIJJ- if and only if M contains all of the polynomials. 
We will now show that for certain measures, this condition is also equivalent to M being Mz-invariant. 
Corollary 4.6 Let 1 :::; t < +oo and let µ be a non-trivial finite Borel measure on llJ)- such that the space 
13 is an analytic subspace of Lt(µ). Suppose that µ('JI')> 0. Then ME Lat(L,13), M-::/:- (0), contains all of 
the polynomials if and only if MzM C M. 
Proof. We will first show the sufficiency. Thus, assume that M -::/:- (0) is both £-invariant and Mz-invariant. 
A power series argument shows there is a f EM with f(O)-::/:- 0. Then for all n EN U {O} 
- f (O)zn = zn+l Lf - Zn f E M. 
Thus M contains all of the polynomials. 
We will prove the converse by contradiction. Suppose that M is not Mz-invariant but that M contains 
all of the polynomials. Then there is an Jo E M such that [Jo) ~ M and hence there is ah E Ml. such that 
C µ (f0h) 1' 0 on lIJle. Since h E M 1- and M contains all of the polynomials, 
I Z ~ ,\ dµ = 0, 'VA E illle, 
and thus if we apply Lemma 4.4 with f = 1 we obtain that 
1 ( I ) -+ 0 in measure [ld(I] on 'JI' as r -+ 1-. 
JO r 
(4.12) 
However, since Jo E V(µ) we have that lfoll'll' < +oo [µ]-a.e. and thus (4.12) contradicts the hypothesis 
together with part 2 of Proposition 4.2 D 
As mentioned in §1, for special measures, we can improve Theorem 4.5. 
Theorem 4. 7 Letµ be of the form {1.9} and let 1 ::; t < +oo. If M E Lat(L, L~ (µ)) does not contain all 
of the polynomials, then M C 91(lIJl) and every f E M has a pseudocontinuation across 'JI' to a function in 
IJ1(lIJle). 
Proof. By Theorem 4.5 and Fatou's theorem, it suffices to show that M C IJl(lIJl). 
Let f E M. For g E Ml., we follow exactly as in the proof of Theorem 4.5 to conclude that for each 
r EE= Egdµ n E/gdµ 
f(r() j g ,dµ = j Jg ,dµ [ld(l]-a.e. 1(1 = 1. 
z - r..,, z - r..,, 
For r E E, and IA.I < 1 define 
Gr(A.) = f _g(z)r dµ(z) 
}lzl<r Z - X 
and note that from Lemma 3.2, Gr E HP(lIJl) for all 0 < p < 1 and 
llGrllHP :::; Cp I lgldµ Vr E (0, 1) n E. 
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(4.13) 
( 4.14) 
Moreover (since µ(11') = 0) 
Gr(A) -t G(A) =: { _ g 1 dµ 
lrz!<l z - x 
uniformly on compact sets as r -t 1-, r E E. By Fatou's lemma and ( 4.14), 
llGllHP '.S sup llGrllHP < +oo 
rE(O,l)nE 
and so GE HP(JIJJ). 
A power series computation yields 
But recall that since M does not contain the polynomials, g can be chosen so that it does not annihilate all 
the polynomials and so G '=t 0. 
Since r E E we can apply a similar argument as was used to prove (3.7) to get that Gr((), the non-
tangential boundary values of the HP function Gr, are given [ld(IJ-a.e. by 
Gr(()= { _g(z)_dµ(z). 
lrzl<r z - r( 
Let 'I/; be the bounded analytic function in the definition ofµ as in (1.9). Our first step is to show that for 
some 0 < c5 < r 
remains uniformly bounded for r E E. 
1 1'¢(r()f(r()l0 IGr(()j'Yjd(j [([=l (4.15) 
To this end, we let c > 0 be as in (1.9) and choose 0 < c5 < 1/4 so that c5/c < 1/4. Letting r = c5(1 + c)/c 
we have 
Now note that 
and so 
1-8<1/4 
, < 1;2. 
IGr(()I = IGr(()I =I { g (dµ I 
lrzl<r z - r 
1'¢(r()f (r()l0 I Gr(() l'Y 
(4.16) 
( 4.17) 
'.S 1'¢(r()f(r()I" I f 9 (dµ r +1¢Cr01" I J(r() f 9 (dµ 1° I f 9 (dµ 1-r-". (4.18) 
ljz[>r z - r ljz[<l z - r ljz[<l z - r 
By (4.13), the second term above is equal to 
j'¢(r()j" I f Jg (dµ l"I f g (dµ 1-r-o. 
lrzl<l z - r lrzl<l z - r 
Since c5 < 1/4 and r - c5 < 1/4 (see (4.16) and (4.17)), we can use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality along with 
Lemma 3.2 to get that the integral ld(I of the second term in (4.18) is 0(1). 
We now estimate the first term in (4.18). At this point, we should mention that in some cases, i.e., 
when µ is a radial measure and g is analytic, then this term is zero. In the general case, we have by the 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the ld(I integral of this term is bounded by 
C ( 1 1¢(r()f(r()l2" ld(I ) 1/2 ( 1 I f g ,dµ 12-r ld(I ) 1/2 . 
[(j=l j([=l Jlzl>r Z - r-, 
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By Lemma 3.2 (note 2/ < 1 by ( 4.17)) this is bounded by 
C( f l7/J(r()f(r()l26 ld(l) 112 ( f lgldµf'. 
}l(l=l }lzi>r 
(4.19) 
Now note that l7/Jfl26 is subharmonic on][)) and so the integrals 
l(l=l 17/J(r()f (r()l 26 ld(I 
increase as r ~ 1- and so ( 4.19) is bounded by 
( ([ 1 1)) r 17/J f l20 ld(ldv ) 112 ( r lgldµ ) /' . 
v r, l1zl>r l1zl>r 
(4.20) 
Using Holder's inequality with p = t/28 > 1 (since 8 < 1/4) we get 
( r 17/J f 126 ld(ldv ) 112 
}lzl>r 
( f If 12.i l7/Jl2.i;t l'l/Jlu-2.i;t ld(ldv ) 1/2 
}lzl>r 
< ( f If It 17/JI ld(ldv ) .i;t ( l l7/Jl<2.i-2.i;t)(t/(t-2.iiJ ld(ldv ) 1/2-.i;t 
}lzl>r lzl>r 
< C ( l If ltdµ )'51 t (v([r, 1))112 -o/t. 
lzl>r 
Notice in the last inequality, we use the fact that 17/JI :S w. 
Also by Holder's inequality, 
Recall that s is the conjugate index to t 14 . From this we see that ( 4.20) is 
0 ( µ( {lzl > r} )"ltv([r, 1))-'5/t } 
and since w E £1+"(dvld(I) we have 
µ( { lzl > r}) :S ( [ wi+" dvld(I ) l/{l+c) ( [ dvld(I )"1<i+c) . 
lzl>r lzl>r 
Thus 
µ({lzl > r})"/t = 0 ( v([r, l))q/t(l+c)} 
and so by combining this with (4.21) we see that (4.19) is 
0 ( v([r, l))q/t(l+<)-c5/t ) 
which is 0(1) since 'Y = (1 + c)8/c. 
( 4.21) 
Thus we have shown that (4.15) is uniformly bounded for r E E. Now we will show that f is a Nevanlinna 
function on the disk. Let Oar be the outer factor of Gr and notice from (4.14) 
14 Here one needs to make the obvious modification if t = 1 and s = oo. 
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and hence O'/J.6 is uniformly bounded on compact subsets of 11}, [21], p. 36. By a normal families argument 
0•!5 (,\) -+ H(,\) G~,. 
uniformly on compact sets for some sequence rn -+ 1 with rn E E. By Fatou's lemma H E H 6 (11}). Also 
note that since G ~ 0, then H ~ 0. In a similar way, since 
{ lt/J(r()f(r()O'/J.6 (()16 ld(I 
11(.l=l 
is uniformly bounded for r E E, then by normal families 
uniformly on compact subsets of 11} for some rn-+ 1- . By Fatou's lemma, KE H 6 (11}) and so t/Jf H = K 
with H ~ 0 and so f = K/tjJH is a Nevanlinna function. D 
5 Duality 
As mentioned in §1, for many Banach spaces of analytic functions B satisfying (1.1) through (1.5), there 
is a natural correspondence between Lat(L, B) and Lat(Mz, V), where V is a certain dual space via the 
"H2-duality". This correspondence will be important to us for two reasons. First, we will let B = pt(µ) 
and use this duality along with the spectral results in §4 to show that for a large class of weighted Dirichlet 
spaces and Besov spaces (defined below) every non-zero Mz-invariant subspace of V has index equal to one. 
Secondly, we will use this duality in the next section to begin to examine the £-invariant subspaces of the 
Besov classes where the spectral situation is quite different from that of the analytic subspaces of Lt(µ). 
The duality mentioned above is well known but we review it here for the sake of completeness. 
Let~ be a Banach space of analytic functions on lill which satisfy conditions (1.1) through (1.5) with the 
two additional conditions 
the polynomials are dense in ~, 
~ is reflexive. 
Conditions (1.3) and (1.5) for ~ say that 
1 
---- E ~ \:/,\ E lill 
1- ,\z 
and so for each <P E ~· we can define the function 
1 (U<P)(> .. ) = /(,\) =< </J, 1 - Xz >c'.B•,'.B) · 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
Notice that U<P = 0 if and only if <P annihilates 1/(1 - Xz) for each,\ E llll, which by Proposition 2.2 and 
hypothesis (5.1) implies that <P = 0. Thus U is injective and so we may define the space 
:o = u~· 
with norm given by 
11/11'.D = ll<Pll'.B·. 
Remark. For technical purposes we will assume that all our dual pairings < ·, · > are linear in the first slot 
and conjugate linear in the second slot. Thus the function (U ¢)(,\) defined above is analytic on llll. 
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Proposition 5.1 1. '.D is a Banach space of analytic functions on ID> which satisfies properties {1.1} 
through (1.5). 
2. The polynomials are dense in '.D. 
9. The map U* : '.D* --t ~ is onto and given by the formula 
(U* F)(z) =< F, l ! Xz >('.D•,'.D). 
4. (Ll~)U* = U*(MzlD)* 
5. (Lj'.D)U = U(Mzl~)* 
Remark. In (3) we are using the fact that ~ is reflexive. 
Proof. Property (1.1) for '.D follows from the definition and from what was said above. 
Since a((Mzl~)) =ID>- (property (1.5) for~), then for all w EID> the operator (Mzl~)*(I -w(Mzl~)*)-1 
is continuous on ~·. Let 
L f-f-f(w) 
w,'.D - Z-W 
and note that a short computation shows that for </> E ~· 
Thus Lw,'.D is continuous on '.D which proves condition (1.4) for '.D as well as (5). In a very similar way, one 
proves (4) which proves condition (1.2) for '.D. 
In §2 we showed that a(LI~) =ID>- and so by using (4), one can show property (1.4) for '.D. 
By property (1.1) for~. the linear functional g --t g(z) is continuous on ~ for all z E ID> and thus for 
each z E ID>, there is a </>z E ~· with 
1 1 (U</>z)(>.) =< </>z, 1- "Xw >(i:s•,i:s)= 1 - Xz" 
Thus {(1 - Xz)- 1 : z E ID>} c '.D and so property (1.3) holds for '.D. 
For FE '.D* 
1 
< F, 1->.z >('.D•,'.D) = < F,U</>z >('.D•,'.D) 
= < U* F, </>z >(i:s,'ll•) 
= (U* F)(z) 
(5.3) 
This shows formula (3). To show that U* is onto~ we note that if</> E ~·with<</>, U* F >(i:s•,i:s)= 0 VF E 
'.D*, then< U</>,F >('.D,'.D•)= 0 VF E '.D* which means that U</> and hence</> are zero. By the Hahn-Banach 
theorem U* is onto. 
Finally, to prove that polynomials are dense in '.D we note that by property (1.1) for ~. the span of 
{ </>z : z E ID>} equals ~· and so {(U </>z)(>.) = (1 - >.z)-1 : z E ID>} spans '.D. By Proposition 2.2 this means 
that polynomials are dense in '.D. D 
Remarks. 
1. Note that for polynomials p E ~and q E '.D the dual pairing between~ and '.Dis given by 
I -ld(I < p, q >('ll,'.D)= p(()q(() 211" 
which is why it is called the "H2-duality". 
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2. We point out that if in the above construction B* is replaced with an isomorphic space X, then the 
corresponding function space '.D remains unchanged (with an equivalent norm). 
We introduce the following classes of functions which will be used below as well as in the later sections. 
1. The weighted Bergman spaces A~={! E Hol(W) : f E £P((l - lzl)°'dA)}, a> -1, 1 < p < +oo. 
2. The Besov spaces Xa,p = {h E Hol(W) : h(n+ll(l - lzl2)n-a E £P((l - lzl2 )°'dA)}, a> -1, 1 < p < 
+oo,15 
3. The unweighted Bergman spaces L~ =Ag. 
4. The LP-Dirichlet spaces 'Dv = Xo,p = {! E Hol(W) : f' E Ln. 
Examples. Let 1 < p < +oo, a> -1, and l/p + l/q = 1. 
1. It is well known [29] that (A~)* '.:::'. Xa,q via the pairing 
< J,g >= lim f J(r()g(r() ldCI. 
r-+1- }l<l=l 27r 
Thus in this case, if ll3 =A~, then i:B* = Xa,q and U¢ =¢and so '.D = Xa,q· In a similar way, if 
ll3 = Xa,p, then '.D =A~. 
2. One has [10] (L~)* '.:::'. L~ via the pairing 
1 -dA < f,g >= f(z)g(z)-
l[JI 7r 
Thus if ll3 = L~(dA), then i:B* = LHdA) and for¢ E L~(dA), one computes 
(Ur/>)(>.)=~ h>. ¢(z)dz 
and so '.D = U LZ(dA) = 'Dq. 
3. Similarly, ('Dp)* '.:::'. 'Dq via the pairing 
1 -ld(I 1 -dA 1 dA < f,g >= f(()g(()-2 + f'(z)g'(z)- = (zf)'(z)(zg)'(z)-. l<l=l 7r JI) 7r D 7r 
Thus if ll3 = 'Dv· Then for <I> E i:B* = 'Dq 
(U¢)(;>..) = (z¢)'(;>..) 
and hence '.D = U'Dq = LHdA). 
4. Let 1 < t < +oo and letµ be a measure on w- such that pt(µ)'-+ Hol(W). We define 
D(t,µ) = U(Pt(µ))* = {F: F(>.) = { ¢(z)~dµ(z): ¢ E £8(µ)} }'I)- 1 - AZ 
with norm 
15 (n is a integer with n 2: a). It is known (29] that that for 1 < p < +oo the definition of Xa,p is independent of the choice 
of n 2'. a. There is also a description of these functions in terms of their boundary values on 'II'. 
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By our results on Cauchy transforms in §3, we observe that D(t, µ) c HP for all 0 < p < l. Ifµ is a 
radial measure dµ = dv jd(j, and t = 2, then this construction can be made very concrete. Indeed in 
this case, one checks that 
As to be expected, in this case we even have D(2,µ) C H 2 and MzlD(2,µ) is a weighted forward shift 
operator. 
Remark. We pointed out example (3), even though it is just special cases of example (1), since we will be 
using that particular dual pairing later on in the paper. 
If N is a subspace of ::D and M = U* N .L, then from Proposition 5.1 we see that 
NE Lat(Mz, ::D) ¢:? M E Lat(L, ~). 
Recall that NE Lat(Mz,::D) has index one if dim(N/zN) = l. The index one property has also been called 
the "division property" or "codimension one property" and has been studied in [6) [34). The analog of the 
next result, stated for M;l::D* instead of LI~, is from [34), Theorem 4.5. However, one can provide an 
alternative proof which uses Proposition 2.1. We leave this as an exercise to the reader. 
Proposition 5.2 Suppose NE Lat(Mz, ::D), N =/; (0), and M = U*N.L. If Z(N) denotes the set of common 
zeros of the functions in N in IIJJ, we conclude the following: 
1. If ind(N) = 1, then a( LIM) n IDl = {X: A E Z(N)}. 
2. If ind(N) > 1, then a( LIM) = IIJJ-. 
If~ = pt(µ), then ::D = D(t, µ). Also, if~ =A~, then ::D = Xa,p and thus applying Theorem 4.5 we 
have the following corollary: 
Corollary 5.3 Let 1 < p, t < +oo and a > -1. If :D = D(t, µ) or ::D = Xa,p and NE Lat(Mz, ::D), N =/; (0), 
then ind(N) = 1. 
We mention that this was shown for D(2, dA) in [36) and for D(2, (1 - lzl) 0 dA) in [5). In the case where 
D(t, µ) is a Banach algebra this was observed by [13). 
Remarks. 
1. From Corollary 5.3 we see that given a sequence {an} C IIJJ, there is a ME Lat(L, ~)with a(LIM) n 
IIJl ={an} if and only inhere is a f E ::D such that f- 1 ({0}) ={an}· 
2. The collection {a(LIM)nIIJJ: ME Lat(L, ~)}can be quite different for various spaces~- For example 
if~ = L~(dA), then ::D = Ds (l/s + l/t = 1) and so for any M E Lat(L,L~(dA)), M =/; L~(dA), 
the spectrum in the disk must be a Blaschke sequence. However for s > 2, Ds is contained in some 
Lipschitz class and thus the zeros of a (non-zero) function must satisfy the condition 
r logdist((,{an})ld(I > -00 
11<1=1 
and in particular cannot accumulate on any set of positive measure [44]. On the other hand, if t = 2, 
then the zeros of a D2 function can accumulate on all of'][' [15]. As another example, if ~ = Dt, 
then ::D = L~(dA) and it is well known that the zeros of Bergman space functions can be quite 
complicated and need not be Blaschke [26) (27] (28]. Thus in contrast to the Bergman space, even 
though aap(LIM) n JD) is discrete, it need not be Blaschke. 
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6 The backward shift on the Besov classes 
Motivated by the discussion in the previous section, we proceed to investigate the properties of the restriction 
of L to its invariant subspaces of the Besov classes Xa,p· As is to expect, the spectral and pseudocontinuation 
situation is strikingly different to the one in the weighted Hardy and Bergman spaces. Recall that for these 
spaces, we saw that a(LIM) = O"ap(LIM). Let us first record the following "negative" result concerning the 
spectrum of an £-invariant subspace. 
Proposition 6.1 Given a> -1 and 1 < p < +oo, there is an ME Lat(L,Xa,p) such that a(LIM) = ]]}- , 
aap(LIM) = 'Il', and ap(LIM) = 0. 
Proof. Recall from §5 the duality between A~ and Xa,p and so for any NE Lat(Mz,A~) with ind(N) > 1 
we have from Proposition 5.2 
The existence of such invariant subspaces has been proved in [11] (22] [27]. Moreover, by Proposition 2.1 
and the identity 
1 
< f, -1 - >= f(a), 'V f E A~, a E ]]}, 
-az 
the equality O"ap(LIN.L) ='II' is equivalent to the fact that N has no common zeros. An explicit construction 
of such invariant subspaces can be found in [26] and (27]. 
Finally, from Proposition 2.1 av(LIM) n]]} = 0 and so if ( E av(LIM) n 'II', then the function (1 -
(z)-1 would be the corresponding eigenvector. However, this function does not belong to H 1 which is a 
contradiction to the fact that Xa,p c H 1• D 
It is a little more delicate problem to illustrate the lack of pseudo-continuations for functions in non-trivial 
£-invariant subspaces of Xa,p· Recall from §4 that for a large class of weighted Bergman spaces, non-cyclic 
functions for L have pseudocontinuations to 'Jl(]]}e ). This next result shows that this fact no longer hold in 
the context of Besov spaces. 
Theorem 6.2 Given a > -1 and 1 < p < +oo there is a function f E Xa,p such that [f]L 'I- Xa,p and f 
does not have a pseudocontinuation across any set of positive measure in 'II'. 
The function f in the statement of the above theorem will be an element of the annihilator of a Mz-
invariant subspace of A~ determined by a zero set. Using either the Ph.D. thesis of S. Walsh (47] or more 
recent density theorems of K. Seip [41], one can show that given a > -1 and 1 < p < +oo, there is a 
sequence A C ]]} with 
I(A) ::: {/ E A~ : /IA = 0} i (0) 
and such that given any point ( E 'II', there exists a subsequence of A which converges to (non-tangentially 
16 
Using the identity 
one shows 
1 
< f, -1 - >= f(a), 'V f E A~, a E ]]}, 
-az 
1 M(A) = I(A).L = spanx {-1 _ : a EA}. o,p - az 
Thus if the sequence A is chosen so that I(A) 'I- 0, then by the results in §5, M(A) E Lat(L,Xa,p) and 
M(A) 'I- Xa,p· We will show that we can choose non-zero constants en so that the function 
00 
f(z)= L l~~z 
n=l n 
16Sequences which accumulate non-tangentially at [ld(i]-a.e. point in 1I' are often called dominating sequences for H 00 [14]. 
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belongs to Xa,p (hence also to M(A)) and has no pseudocontinuation across any subset of 11' of positive 
measure. This will be done by showing that if f has a pseudocontinuation across E to a function G E 9.Jl(ID>e ), 
then in fact G = f (as defined by the series above) on ID>e. But since the poles off (i.e., 1/an) and hence 
G accumulate non-tangentially to every boundary point, then G cannot possibly have non-tangential limits 
[ld(l]-a.e. on E. We should also point out that by Proposition 5.2 
u(LIM(A)) n ID>= {a: a EA} 
is discrete, but this subspace contains functions that have no pseudocontinuation across any part of 11'. 
We now begin our construction. For any Dirichlet region 0 c C and z E 0, let w(z, ·, 0) denote the 
harmonic measure on 80 evaluated at z. For a point b E ID>e and 0 < r < 1 let 
z-b 
H(b, r) = {z E ID>e :j --- I< r} 
l -bz 
denote the pseudo-hyperbolic ball about the point b. One can argue (using the fact that w(z, E, 0) is the 
unique harmonic function which is 1 on E and 0 on 80\E) that 
Now let bn = 1/an (tacitly assuming that an :/: 0) and choose Pn > 0 so that 
Now choose Tn < Pn so that 
H(bn,Pn) n H(bm,Pm) = 0, Vn :/: m. 
1 
H(bn, Pn) C {jz - bnl < 3(lbnl - l)}. 
log .1.... 
'"' --E.!!... < 00. ~log.l... 
n r,. 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
For a closed set E C 11' of positive measure, we write 11'\E as the disjoint union of open arcs Jn = 
(efo", ei/3,. ). Letting eiO,. denote the midpoint of Jn, we form the "triangular" shaped region Tn with vertices 
efo", (1 + ~IJnl)eiO,., ei/3,.. 
(1 + ~ )eiO,. 
(l + IJ;' I )eio,., 
Notice that for any two Tn and Tn' which share a common vertex (on 11'), the angle formed at that vertex 
is 7r /2. Moreover, one argues that the set 
O(E) = {1 < lzl < 3}\LJT; 
n 
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is an open connected subset of ID>e whose boundary is a rectifiable curve whose length is comparable to 
61r + L 2v'21Jnl = 67r + \1'2j'Jl'\EI < +oo. 
n 
Moreover we also assume (by possibly adding a finite number of points on the circle to E) that 
(6.5) 
(this only changes Eby a set of zero measure). Finally note that no component of Coo \O(E) reduces to a 
point and so O(E) is a Dirichlet region. 
One argues using (6.3) the domain O(E) does not become disconnected when we remove any of the 
H(bn, rn) and hence we can define the region 
n 
Since no component of Coo \R(E) reduces to a point, then R(E) is a Dirichlet region. 
Lemma 6.3 w(z, E, R(E)) > 0 for all z E R(E). 
Proof. First we note that O(E) is a doubly connected region with rectifiable boundary and hence (for 
example see [17], p. 302) 
w(z, E, O(E)) > 0, z E O(E). (6.6) 
Next we notice that z-+ w(z,E,O(E)) is a bounded harmonic function on O(E) with uniquely determined 
boundary values (a.e. with respect to harmonic measure) 17 which are 1 on E and zero on (80(E))\E and 
so 
w(z,E,O(E)) = f w(·,E,O(E))dw(z,R(E)), z E R(E) 
which is bounded above by 
{ dw(z, R(E)) + 1 dw(z, R(E)) j E U8H(b,.,r,.) 
~ w(z, E, R(E)) + L w(z, 8Hn(bn, rn) n 8R(E), R(E)). 
n 
For fixed n 
w(z, 8H(bn, rn) n 8R(E), R(E)) ~ w(z,8H(bn, rn), ID>e \H(bn, rn)-) 
which by (6.1) goes to zero as lzl-+ 1+. Furthermore for 
we use {6.1) again to get 
n 
log .1.... 
w(z, 8H(bn, rn) n 8R(E), R(E)) ~ ~ 
og;:; 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
which by (6.4) is summable in n. Thus by the dominated convergence theorem, the second term in (6.8) 
goes to zero as jzj -+ 1+ (z '/. H(bn,Pn) for any n). Combining this with (6.6) and (6.8) we see that 
w(z, E, R(E)) > 0 for z near 11' and not in H(bn, Pn) for any n, and hence everywhere in R(E). D 
17By boundary values, we mean the non-tangential limit values which are well defined a.e. due to the rectifiability of the 
boundary oH!(E) 
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Let u : [J) -t R(E) be an analytic covering map and notice that since R(E) is a bounded region, then 
u E H 00 ([J)) and so we can consider the set 
u-1 (E) = {( E 11': lu(()I = 1} 
(where u(() denotes the non-tangential limit of u at (). Also notice from Lemma 6.3 that 
lu-1(E)I = J!_,~ J lu(~)ln Id(! = nl!_,~ II zln llHl(R(E))= l dw(zo, R(E)) = w(zo, E, R(E)) > 0, 
where H 1 (R(E)) denotes the Hardy space on R(E) with norming point zo = u(O) E R(E) [23), Chapter 2. 
Proof of Theorem 6.2: 
Proof. With the set up above, choose non-zero constants { Cn} so that 
~ Cn f ( z) = ~ l _ E X o:,p 
n - llnZ 
(6.9) 
f is continuous on IC\ LJ H(bn, rn). 
n 
Suppose that fl[J) has a pseudocontinuation G E 9Jl([J)e) across some closed set E C 11' with IEI > 0. By 
choosing a closed subset of positive measure, we can assume that the non-tangential limit of G equals j(() 
for each ( E E. By construction, f is continuous on E. Thus, by a standard argument (see [30), p. 83 -
84), there will be a closed subset of E of positive measure (also denoted by E) such that G is continuous 
on R(E)- except possible for a finite number of poles. Thus, we can choose a polynomial q such that qG is 
continuous on R(E)-. 
Using the continuity off and qG on R(E)- we see that the function (qf) o u and (qG) o u are bounded 
analytic functions on [J) whose non-tangential limits agree [ld(l]-a.e. on u-1 (E) which has positive measure. 
Thus (since u is onto) f = G on R(E) and hence [J)e. This means that G has poles {1/an} which by 
construction accumulate non-tangentially to every point on 11' and so G cannot have a non-tangential limit 
[ld(l]-a.e. on E, a contradiction. This completes the proof of the theorem. D 
Remarks. 
1. We comment that Theorem 6.2 is true for a general Banach space of analytic functions B which satisfy 
conditions (1.1) through (1.5) along with the additional condition that 
B <-+ Xo:,p for some a and p. 
One sees this by choosing (for the appropriate a and p) the sequence A C [J) as before and letting 
1 K = span8 {--_-: a EA}. 1- az 
From Proposition 2.2, K is contained in the closure of the polynomials in 'l3 and so using this along 
with the continuous imbedding B <-+ Xo:,p and the density of polynomials in Xo:,p, we see that K -::/:- B. 
From our earlier construction, K has the right properties. Examples of such spaces include 
An={! E Hol([J)) : j(k) E C(li}): 0 :S k :Sn}, n EN 
H~ = {!: f(k) E HP: 0 :'.S k :'.Sn}, n EN, 1 :'.Sp< +oo. 
2. One can choose the constants Cn in the construction of the function f above so that the £-invariant 
subspace generated by f is in fact equal to M(A). 
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7 The backward shift on the Dirichlet spaces 
We have seen that not all £-invariant subspaces M of the Dirichlet spaces 'Dp, 1 < p < +oo satisfy that 
a(LIM) n JD) is discrete, because not all Mz- invariant subspaces N of the Bergman spaces L~ have index 
one. Since it is an important and unsolved question to determine which Mz invariant subspaces of L~ have 
index one, it becomes interesting to try to determine conditions on an £-invariant subspace M of 'Dp which 
will imply that a(LIM)nll)) is discrete. Despite the results of the previous section we will see that for certain 
M E Lat(L, 'Dp) there is a connection between the existence of pseudocontinuations of the functions in M 
and the existence of ((1 - ,\L)IM)-1 . 
Fix 1 < p < +oo and let M E Lat(L, 'Dp), M f. (O). The polynomials are dense in 'Dp, hence it follows 
from Proposition 2.6 that a(LIM) n JD) is discrete if and only if for each f E M the meromorphic function 
zf ,\ 
A--+ C>.(/,</J) =< --, ,</J >/< --, ,</J >, A E Jl))e 
Z-A Z-A 
is independent of <P E M ·1-, <P f. 0. We shall show in this section that if for some f E M and <P E M .1., 
C>.(f,<P) has a non-tangential limit on a set EC 11', then C>.(/,¢) must be a pseudocontinuation off across 
E. Furthermore, we shall use this to obtain a condition on M.l. which will imply that all functions in M 
have a pseudocontinuation across some E C 1I' with IEI > 0, and we shall use our results in turn to prove a 
theorem about index one Mz-invariant subspaces in the Bergman spaces. 
We start out by recalling some basic facts about 'Dp. Recall that an analytic function f on JD) belongs to 
the Dirichlet space 'Dp if it has finite LP-Dirichlet integral 
It is easy to show that 'Dp C HP and so we can norm 'Dp by 
Moreover [43), Chapter 5, §5 18 , the above is equivalent to 
llfll~P + { 1 I f(z) - f(w) IP jdzl ldwl 
Jlwl=l lzl=l Z - W 211" 271" 
and in fact, by a formula of J. Douglas [19), these two quantities are the same when p = 2. 
From §5, the dual of 'Dp is 'Dq (where q is the conjugate index top) via the pairing 
< f,g >= { f(()g(()l2d(I + _!. { f'(z)g'(z)dA(z). l1c.1=1 7r 7r ln 
For ( E 1I' and f E HP, it was shown that if 
1 I f(w) - a IP ldwl -- < +oo, lwl=l W - ( 271" 
for some a E C, then the non-tangential limit off at (equals a (see [38], p. 358) 19 . Thus, as was done in 
[38] for p = 2, we may define the £P-"local Dirichlet integral" off at ( E 1I' to be 
Dp,c,(f) = { I f(w) - f(() IP ldwl. 
}lwl=l W - ( 271" 
18The proof there is for the upper-half plane but can easily be adapted to work for the disk. 
19The proof cited is for p = 2 but one can easily modify the proof to work for general p. 
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For f E HP and g E Hq and ( E 'Il' for which Dp,t:(f) and Dq,t:(g) are finite, we can define, via Holder's 
inequality, the mixed local Dirichlet integral as 
Dt:(f,g) = f (f(w) - f(())(g(w) - g(()) ldwl. 
11wl=l lw - (1 2 2rr 
Note that when f E 'Dp, g E 'Dq, then Dp,(.(/) and D,(f, g) are L1 ('Il', ld(I} functions. By the Douglas formula 
and the polarization identity, we note that for polynomials 
< f,g >= r f(()ucc> ld2'' + r v,u,u) ld2'' · 
11(1=1 7r 11(1=1 7r 
(7.1) 
But since polynomials are dense in 'Dp, then this formula works for all f E 'Dp and g E 'Dq. 
Theorem 7.1 Let 1 < p < +oo, ME Lat(L, 'Dp), f E M,g E Ml. C Vq,g :f:. O. If there exists a set EC 'Il' 
IEI > 0, such that the meromorphic function Fon IDe, F(,\) = C>..(/,g), has a non-tangential limit on E, 
then F is a pseudocontinuation of f across E. 
Remark. F may not be in the Nevanlinna class of IDe. 
In order to prove Theorem 7 .1, we need two preliminary lemmas. 
Lemma 7.2 Let ME Lat(L, 'Dp), f EM, and g E Ml. c 'Dq. Then for all,\ EID, 
{ ~,\(Dz(f,g) + f(z)g(z)) l2dzl = O. llzl=l Z - 7r 
Proof. Let ,\ E ID. Then 
,\ f Dz ( f - f (,\) 'g ) ldzl = 
llzl=l Z - ,\ 2rr 
= ,\ { f _1_ ( f(z) - f(,\) _ f(() - f(,\) ) ( g(z) - g(() ) ld(l ldzl 
11zl=l 11(1=1 Z - ( z - ,\ ( - ,\ z - ( 2rr 2rr 
= ,\ f r (( - ,\)f(z) - (( - ,\)f(,\) - (z - ,\)f(() + (z - ,\)f(,\) ( g(z) - g(() ) ld(l ldzl 
11zl=l 11(1=1 (z - ()(z - ,\)(( - ,\) z - ( 2rr 2rr 
= f ,\f(,\) r _1_ ( g(z) - g(() ) ld(l ldzl 
11zl=l z - ,\ 11(1=1 ( - ,\ z - ( 2rr 2rr 
+ f _,\_ ( f ( f(z) - f(() ) ( g(z2- 9(() ) ld(I + f f(() ( g(z2 - 9(() ) ld(I ) ldzl. 
llzl=l z - ,\ 11(1=1 Z - ( z - ( 2rr 11(1=1 ,\ - ( z - ( 27r 27r 
Notice that 
f _1_ ( g(z) - g(() ) ld(I = f ~( ( g(z) - g(() ) ld(I = O [ld(l)-a.e. z 
11(1=1 ( - ,\ z - ( 27r 11(1=1 1 - ,\( z - ( 2rr 
since the above integrand belongs to (Hq. Also notice that 
f _,\_ f f(() ( g(z) - 9(() ) ld(l ldzl 
11zl=l z - >. 11(1=1 ,\ - ( z - ( 2rr 2rr 
= { ,\f(() f _1_ ( g(z) - 9(() ) ldzl ld(I 
11(1=1 ,\ - ( 11zl=l z - ,\ z - ( 2rr 2rr 
= f ,\f(() f --2._ ( g(z) - 9(() ) ldzl ld(I 
11(1=1 ,\ - ( 11zl=l 1 - ,\z z - ( 2rr 2rr 
= 0 
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since the integrand in the inner integral above belongs to zHq. Thus 
A { Dz ( /-/(A) ,g) ldzl = { _A_Dz(/,g) ldzl. 
Jlzl=l Z - A 271" Jlzl=l Z - A 271" 
(7.2) 
By (2.5) and (7.1) 
o =A { Dz ( f-f(A) ,g) ldzl + ,\ { f-f(A)g(z)ldzl. 
Jlzl=l Z - A 271" Jlzl=l Z - A 271" 
By (7.2), this reduces to 
o = f _A_ ( Dz(/,g) + fg) ldzl _ Af(A) f g(z) ldzl. 
Jlzl=l Z - A 271" Jlzl=l Z - A 271" 
But notice that 
r g(z) ldzl = r __2_g(z) ldzl = 0 
Jlzl=l Z - A 271" Jlzl=l 1 - AZ 271" 
since the above integrand belongs to zHq. Thus we have 
0= { ~(Dz(/,g)+/g)l2dzl 
Jlzl==l z - " 11" 
which completes the proof. D 
Lemma 7.3 Let ME Lat(L, Vp), and let f E M,g E Ml. C Vq,g-.:/= 0. Then for [ld(IJ-a.e. w E ']['we have 
< z ~ A'g > (c>.(/,g) - f(w)) -t 0 as A -t w non-tangentially, IAI > 1. 
Proof. Let J be the set of points w E ']['such that Dp,w(/), Dq,w(g), and hence Dw(/,g) are finite. Note 
that J has full measure in'][' and from out previous discussion, the non-tangential limits off and g exist for 
all w E J. 
We have to show that for [ld(IJ-a.e. w E J 
zf A 
< --, ,g > - < --, ,g > f(w) -t 0, as A -t w non-tangentially, IAI > 1. 
z - I\ z - I\ 
We substitute 1/X for A, set 
and note that for A E Ill> 
I H(A) =< ---,g >, 
1- AZ 
1 
< ---,g >= (zg)'(A) l-,\z 
Xzf I 
< -_-,g >=< -_-,g >= H(A) 
1 - AZ 1 - AZ 
since < /, g >= O. Thus, we must show that for [ld(IJ-a.e. w E J, 
H(A) - (zg)'(A)f(w) -t 0 as A -t w non-tangentially. 
and notice from Lemma 7.2 that 
I 1 A _ ldzl H(A) =< -_-,g > + -, (Dz(f,g) + fg)-2 · 1 - AZ izl=l Z - " 11" 
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(7.3) 
The Poisson kernel P>-.(z) (>. E ][)), z E 1!') is equal to 
>.z 1 
P>-.(Z) = -1 ,_ +----. 
- .-\Z 1 - ).z 
Thus, using Lemma 2.1 of [37] and (7.3), we get that for w E J 
1 ldzl 1 Xz ldzl -H(>.) = P>-.(z)(Dz(f,g) + fg)-2 + (l >. )Z (f(z) - f(w))(g(z) - g(w))-2 + f(w)>.g'(>.). lzl=l 1r lzl=l - Z 1r 
By Fatou's theorem, the first term in the above equation goes to Dw(f,g) + f(w)g(w) for almost all 
w E J as>. approaches w non-tangentially. For the second term we note that 
{ Xz (f(z) _ f(w))(g(z) _ g(w)) ldzl = l Xz lz _ wl 2 (f(z) - J(w))(g(z) - g(w)) ldzl. 
Jlzl=l (1 - >.z)2 27r lzl=l (1 - >.z)2 lz - wl 2 27r 
Because 
Xz 2 
---lz-wl -t-1 (1 - >.z)2 
as >. -t .w non-tangentially, we can use the dominated convergence theorem to get that the above converges 
to -Dw(f,g). 
Putting all this together, we get that 
H(>.) - (zg)'(>.)f(w) -t 0 
almost everywhere on 'JI' as >. -t w non-tangentially. D 
Proof of Theorem 7.1: 
(7.4) 
Proof. Let /, g =/:- 0, and E C 'JI' be as in the statement of the theorem. If F(>.) = C>-. (!, g) converges 
non-tangentially to F(w) on E, and if F(w) =/:- f(w) on some subset A C E with IAI > 0, then by Lemma 
7.3, the analytic function 
>. 
< --, , g >, >. E j[))e 
z - " 
would have non-tangential boundary values which are equal to zero [ld(l]-a.e. on A. By Privalov's theorem 
this would imply that< (z->.)- 1 , g >= 0 for each>. E ][))e, but this would mean that g = 0, which contradicts 
the choice of g. D 
For a function g E 'Dq we use [g]L• to denote the smallest £*-invariant subspace of'Dq. 
Corollary 7.4 Let g E 'Dq such that (zg)' has finite non-tangential limits on some set EC 'JI' with IEI > 0. 
Then every f E M = .1.[g]u has a pseudocontinuation J across E. Furthermore, this pseudocontinuation is 
given by 
- f /(>.) = C>-.(/,g) = >. < >. _ z'g > /(zg)'(l/>.). 
In particular, for each>. E ][))e with (zg)'(l/X) =/:- 0, f -t ](>.) defines a bounded linear functional on M. 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 7.3, one verifies that for >. E ][))e, 
>. 
< --, , g >= -(zg)'(l/ >.). 
z - " 
Thus, the hypothesis implies that < (z - >.)- 1, g > remains bounded as >. approaches E non-tangentially, 
and so by Lemma 7.3 C>-.(/,g) approaches f(w) non-tangentially (id(IJ-a.e. on E, i.e., C>-.(/,g) is a pseudo-
continuation off across E. D 
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Notice that an easy calculation shows that if g E Vq then for every f E l..[g]L. and every polynomial p, 
one has 
C>.(/,g) = C>.(/,p(L*)g) 
and hence C>.(/, h) is independent of h E [g]L., and so a(Lll..[g]L.) n lIJ) is discrete for any non-zero g E Vq. 
We have not been able to show under the hypothesis of the previous Corollary that a(L IN) n lIJ) is discrete 
for any non-zero N E Lat(L, Vp) with N C l..[g]L •. 
Corollary 7.5 Let g, h E Vq and set M = l..[g]L• n l..[h]L •. If (zg)'(,\)/(zh)'(,\) has a finite non-tangential 
limit on a set EC 'Il', !El > 0, then a(LIM) n ID> is discrete. 
Proof. We note that the hypothesis implies that h 'I- 0, and that the conclusion is trivial if g = 0. Thus, we 
assume that g, h 'I- 0. If we let 
P = {,\ E ID>e : (zg)'(l/A) = 0 or (zh)'(l/A) = O}, 
then 
(! ) - (fh)- <zf/(,\-z),g> _ <zf/(,\-z),h> C>. , g C>. , - --====:::::=--(zg)'(l/ ,\) (zh)'(l/ ,\) 
is meromorphic in ID>e with possible poles at the points ,\ E P. We shall first show that for any f E M, 
C>.(/,g) = C>.(/, h) for every,\ E lllle \P. 
We have for [ld(l]-a.e. w E E 
,\ 
< z-,\'g>(c>.(f,g)-c>.(f,h)) 
=< ~,\,g > (c>.(f,g) -f(w)) - (zg)'(l/,\) < ~,\,h > (f(w) - C>.(/,h)). 
z - (zh)'(l/,\) z -
Thus, by Lemma 7.3, our hypothesis, and Privalov's theorem, the meromorphic function 
,\ 
< z _ ,\'g > (c>.(/,g)- C>.(/,h)) 
equals zero in ID>e, and this implies C>.(/,g) = C>.(/,h) for all,\ E ID>e \P. We note that Ml..= [g]L. V [h]L·· 
Thus, by Proposition 2.6 and the above, in order to show that a(LIM) n lIJ) is discrete it suffices to show 
that 
C>.(/,p(L*)g + q(L*)h) = C>.(/,g) = C>.(/,h) 
for all ,\ E lllle \P and all polynomials p and q. This is a straightforward calculation. D 
The H 2-duality, Proposition 5.2 (with ~ =VP and :D = L~), and the previous Corollary immediately 
imply the following result. 
Corollary 7.6 Let 1 < q < +oo, and let G,H EL~ such that G/H has a finite non-tangential limit on a 
set E C 'Il', IEI > 0, then ind[G, HJ = 1. 
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